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Grant & Guard: A short overview

User-friendly interface 
• Efficient user guidance 
• Logical links
• Intuitive symbols

Detailed visualisation
• Real time display of critical alarms
• Object maps in any desired detail
• Configurable status information

High compatibility
• Manufacturer-independent access hardware
• Mobile access
• Integration into existing systems

Control and surveillance in real time
• Distribution of tasks across locations
• Configurable alarm processing and escalation
• Gatekeeper function with picture ID

Alternative access authorisations
• Zone-based rights distribution
• Matrix-oriented rights administration
• Remote door control

Progressive access security

Grant & Guard is a browser-based security and access control system. 
It can be integrated into an existing, heterogeneous access hardware 
environment and software infrastructure. Due to that it qualifies for large 
enterprises or different secured objects.

Grant & Guard impresses by its user-friendly interface. This allows  an 
intuitive handling with minimal training effort while offering an excellent 
usability.

Its detailed and extensive visualisation offers a straightforward over-
view and a proactive alerting. Blueprints, facility maps and also indivi-
dual buildings can be displayed with CAD models in any desired detail 
and can also be monitored and directed in real time.

Grant & Guard supports numerous interfaces to several systems and 
standards. Personal master data, authorisations, guest data or room oc-
cupancies can be linked with existing systems. As a result of a detailed 
application authorisation, the solution is ideal for security companies 
with a broad customer base as well as enterprises with a complex ac-
cess right system.

Grant & Guard does not just configure security zones but also access 
hardware. Thus, changes can be realised fast without complicating the 
implementation.

From creating and administering users and groups to creating zones and 
time frames up to configuring alarms and the individual allocation of 
access rights — Grant & Guard unites all relevant features. Everything 
that is necessary for a smooth and simple access control is offered in this 
intuitive and user friendly application. 

Grant & Guard opens every door — when and for whom is up to you!
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United to serve you

UMa Soft sets great value upon function-oriented software that offers 

the customer a maximum degree of influence on individual user gui-

dance while holding on to standards.

Easy to understand tutorials and the respective licences enable the 

customer to expand solutions independently and to adapt them to 

their individual needs.

In its role as an implementation partner, 3Txpert realises pro-

jects on the basis of UMa Soft software. With the expertise from 

having worked with CrossLoom, Grant & Guard and especially 

access management projects for many years, 3Txpert is predestined to  

ideally implement the customer‘s wishes in a project.

3Txpert is the development partner of UMa Soft and strongly involved in the 

further enhancements of Grant & Guard. 
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